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ZhangShizhao is an important logician in the history of Chinese modern 
logic, but the research and explanation of ZhangShizhao’s logical thoughts is not 
adequate. The author tries to expatiate on ZhangShizhao’s logical thoughts 
delicately according to his book The Main points of Logic. The author estimates 
the contribution and defect of ZhangShizhao practically and realistically, which 
offers a new point of view for the study of Chinese logical thoughts and logical 
theory.  
The author attempts to clarify and estimate ZhangShizhao’s logical 
thoughts in four chapters.  
In chapter one, the author introduces ZhangShizhao and his book The Main 
points of Logic. By analyzing his thought transition from abolishing study to 
save country to studying hard to save country, the author attempts to clarify the 
motivation of ZhagnShizhao to study logics is to realize his ambition of saving 
and repaying his country. By introducing the book The Main points of Logic, the 
author attempts to let the readers know the way of ZhangShizhao writing the 
book is to search corresponding expatiations from Chinese ancient sutras and to 
prove that there is logic in China. 
In chapter two, the author expatiates on the thoughts of ZhangShizhao about 
denomination, object and basic laws of logic. As for the denomination of logic, 
ZhangShizhao adopts transliteration and translates logic into luoji in Chinese in 
the first time. As for the object and bound of logic, ZhangShizhao defines logic 
as knowledge of rectifying the way of thinking, not entire name of sciences, and 















ZhagnShizhao studies law of identity, law of contradiction, law of excluded 
middle and law of sufficient reason. 
In chapter three, the author expatiates delicately on ZhangShizhao’s 
thoughts about the basic forms of thinking. As for concept, ZhangShizhao studies 
the function of concept, the classification of concept and the extension and 
intension of concept. About proposition, ZhangShizhao studies the construction 
of proposition, the classification of proposition, the equivalency between 
constructions and the transformation of construction. As for inference, 
ZhangShizhao studies direct inference and indirect inference, and he pays more 
attention to syllogism, the typical indirect inference. Besides, ZhangShizhao 
introduces induction and analogy. 
In chapter four, the author discusses and estimates ZhangShizhao’s view of 
logic. The author thinks there are three parts of ZhangShizhao’s view of logic: 
firstly, there is Chinese logic; secondly, the system of western traditional logic is 
more complete; thirdly, we must try to establish a combined logic system. As for 
the contribution of ZhangShizhao, the author summarizes three facets: The first 
one is that ZhangShizhao has set definitely a view of logic; the second one is that 
ZhangShizhao has promoted the development of Chinese logics; the third one is 
that ZhangShizhao has put forward some new opinions about logics. In addition, 
the author thinks that ZhangShizhao has not brought the modern logic, which is 
the advanced logic in Europe, into China, and he writes the book The Main 
points of Logic in ancient Chinese, which impedes the prevalence of it. 
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第一章  章士钊及其《逻辑指要》 
 










第一节  由“废学救国”到“苦学救国”的思想转变 
 











                                                        














第一章  章士钊及其《逻辑指要》 
为革命需要的是勇敢的行为，学问只是纸上谈兵的东西，对革命并无用处，
甚至还有妨碍。 
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《安徽史学》，2001 年第 4期 







































第二节  《逻辑指要》简介 
 
《逻辑指要》是章士钊当年讲授逻辑课程的讲稿，当时只是“止于口授，
                                                        
① 章士钊：《章士钊全集 7·逻辑指要·自序》，上海文汇出版社，2000 年版，第 293 页（以
下该书简称《逻辑指要》，并只标注页码）
② 吴相湘：《章士钊倡“新旧调和论”》，《民国百人传》第三册，第 278-279 页，传记文学出版
社，民国 6[1917] 
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